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ABSTRACT

Background: Indolent corneal ulcers have been described as superficial ulcers with an associated rim of loose peripheral epithelium. Treatment for indolent ulcers include debridement, grid keratotomy, multiple punctate keratotomy, third eyelid flaps, application of cyanoacrylate tissue adhesives, superficial keratectomy, and a debridement with a diamond burr.

Case: A 2-month-old female American Quarter Horse was referred to the Ophthalmology Veterinary Section of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil, presenting epiphora and blepharospasm. A local veterinarian doctor had prescribed broad spectrum topical antibiotic and anti-inflammatory drops, although there was no positive response to the treatment for the past two weeks. Ophthalmic examination reveals moderate discomfort in the left eye, epiphora, and mild corneal edema in the area of the defect. Slit lamp biomicroscopy revealed a superficial corneal ulcer with about 6 mm. Corneal epithelium did not adhere to underlying corneal stroma. The remainder of the ophthalmic examination of the left eye was unremarkable. The diagnosis of a corneal ulcer was made based on these clinical signs and fluorescein staining of the cornea where the stain dissected under the unattached epithelial lip. A handheld battery-operated motorized diamond burr, with a 3.5 mm medium grit tip, was utilized to remove the epithelium. The medical treatment included tobramycin eye drops, and flurbiprofen sodium ophthalmic solution, being applied six times daily, after the procedure, during two weeks, and atropine sulphate 1% was applied once a day, during three days. The foal was hospitalized until healing the corneal ulcer. For two weeks, the foal was assessed daily, and, after that, follow-up visits were scheduled weekly for four months. Healing was defined as the point at which the cornea no longer retained fluorescein.

Discussion: Ulcers localized to the corneal epithelium, do not heal within the expected time frame, and have been characterized by epithelial border poorly adherent corneal and being commonly referred as indolent corneal ulcers. In this case, corneal ulcers are chronic and have not responded to an appropriate therapy for 14 days. The corneal ulcer was diagnosed based on history, clinical signs and fluorescein staining of the cornea. Usually, medical treatments provide disappointing results. Surgical treatment aims to remove the loosened epithelium in order to facilitate the growth of new epithelial cells, with stronger adhesion complexes. The utilization of a diamond burr, for the treatment of an indolent corneal ulcer, has been previously reported in humans, and dogs. In the present case, the debridement with a diamond burr was chosen on account of excellent results obtained in previous studies in humans and dogs, when treating indolent corneal ulcers. In the current case, the corneal ulcer healed in ten days, while in a study comparing the outcome in 23 horses treated by debridement, grid keratotomy, or superficial keratectomy, the mean times until complete healing were 15, 16 and 23 days, respectively.

In the present case, debridement with diamond burr was effective in the treatment of a recurrent corneal ulcer in a foal.
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INTRODUCTION

Ulcers that are limited to the corneal epithelium and do not heal within the expected time frame, presenting poorly adherent corneal epithelium, which may be easily removed they are commonly referred as non-healing corneal ulcers [1,5]. The diagnosis of a non-healing superficial corneal ulcer is based on the present some redundant non-adhered epithelial border feature, being the lesion limited to epithelial loss, with little to no corneal stromal involvement [2,4,9,10]. The response to conservative topical therapy has been predictably poor, while the best choice treatment has been the surgical procedure. In dogs, debridement, grid keratotomy, multiple punctate keratotomy, third eyelid flaps, application of cyanoacrylate tissue adhesives, superficial keratectomy, and a debridement with a diamond burr have been the utilized. The mentioned surgical procedures in horses, include thermal cautery, debridement, grid keratotomy and superficial keratectomy [2,4,6,9]. In 1983, a diamond burr was first used for the treatment of corneal erosions in humans [14]. Based on information available in the literature, this is the first case of an indolent corneal ulcer in a foal treated by using a diamond burr.

CASE

A 2-month-old female Quarter horse was referred to the Ophthalmology Section in the Veterinary Clinics Hospital of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil, presenting epiphora and mild blepharospasm. The cause of the initial ulcer was unknown. A local veterinarian doctor had prescribed broad spectrum topical antibiotic and anti-inflammatory drops, although there was no positive response to the treatment for the past two weeks. Ophthalmic examination reveals and moderate discomfort in the left eye and mild corneal edema in the area of the defect. Slit lamp biomicroscopy (Portable Slit Lamp SL 15) revealed a superficial corneal ulcer with about 6 mm. The diagnosis of a corneal ulcer was made based on these clinical signs and fluorescein (Fluorescein strips) staining of the cornea. Fluorescein stain under the non-adherent epithelium at the margin of ulcer (Figure 1). A battery-operated handheld diamond burr unit with a 3.5 mm round diamond drill (Algerbrush) was utilized to remove the epithelium. Moreover, the patient was gently manually. The foal was submitted to manual restraint and maintained in lateral recumbency. After the sterile preparation and draping, a wire speculum was utilized to increase the exposure of the cornea, and topical anesthetic solution (Anesthetic eye drops) was administered prior to the debridement. The diamond burr was passed over the ulcer, removing the non-adherent epithelial tissue, until some stable epithelium was found, and some uniform surface was obtained. The wounded area was debrided for 30 s. The medical treatment included tobramycin eye drops (Tobrex) and flurbiprofen sodium ophthalmic solution (Ocufen) being applied 6 times daily, after the procedure, during 2 weeks, and atropine sulphate 1% (Atropine eye drops 1%) was applied once a day, during 3 days. On the first day, after surgery, the eye was visual, and the foal showed no clinical signs of ocular discomfort. After 10 days, the fluorescein staining was negative (Figure 2). There was no recurrence of the ulcer after 4 months.

DISCUSSION

The features of non-healing superficial corneal ulcers are non-infected epithelial defects chronic and have not responded to an appropriate therapy for 2 weeks without stromal loss [7,8]. The lesion was previously reported in dogs, cats, elephant, llama, and horses [1-3,8,13]. In the current case the corneal ulcer was diagnosed based on history, clinical signs, fluorescein staining of the cornea and the ulcer was being unsuccessfully treated for 2 weeks. Indolent corneal ulcers have been described as superficial ulcers with an associated rim of loose peripheral epithelium and in spite of chronicity, vascularization typically minimal [4,5,10].

The clinical findings of this case were similar to those previously reported. Usually, medical treatments provide disappointing results. The surgical treatment aims to remove the loosened epithelium in order to facilitate the growth of new epithelial cells, with stronger adhesion complexes [2-4]. There are few reports of indolent ulcers in horses documented in the literature [2,4,6,9].

The utilization of a diamond burr, for the treatment of an indolent corneal ulcer, has been previously reported in humans and dogs [7,12,14]. In the present case, the debridement with a diamond burr was chosen on account of excellent results obtained in previous studies in humans and dogs [7,14]. Furthermore, this procedure is fast, safe and general anesthesia of the
The surgical treatment aims to remove the abnormal epithelial basement membrane and provide some smooth surface for facilitating the growth of new epithelial cells with stronger adhesion complexes [3,10]. In this case, the wounded area was debrided until some stable epithelium was found, and some uniform surface was then obtained. The corneal ulcer healed in 10 days, while in a study comparing the outcome in 3 horses treated by debridement, grid keratotomy, or superficial keratectomy, the mean times until complete healing were 15, 16 and 23 days, respectively [9]. Although a mechanical corneal protection, with the third eyelid, or a bandage contact lens, was not utilized the foal showed no ocular discomfort in the postoperative period. Previous studies in humans and dogs have found low recurrence rate of the described disease, after utilizing a debridement with a diamond burr [7,12,14]. In this case, there was no recurrence of the ulcer during a during the 4-month period.

A debridement with a diamond burr is a simple procedure to perform, providing, overall, good, non-painful, uncomplicated and rapid healing, without side effects and little scar tissue formation [7,12,14]. Debridement with the diamond burr was effective and safe for treating a recurrent corneal ulcer in a foal.
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